
Tower Hamlets Federation of Tenants and Residents Associations (Fed)
Notes of discussion with Fairness Commission (FC) at Fed meeting, 28.01.13

Fairness Commissioner Steve Turner (ST) introduced himself.  He explained that the 
Fairness Commission was set up by the Tower Hamlets Mayor to examine policy in the 
Authority and establish where there was unfairness. On housing, the Commission has 
been trying to gather evidence on how they might get more social housing.  They have 
looked at the private renting sector and housing allocation.  They are looking for practical 
solutions.  They are worried about the future, as we face virtual ethnic cleansing. 

Fairness Commissioner Lindsay Mackie (LM) introduced herself.  She has been doing a lot 
of work with the New Economics Foundation (which looks at alternative economic 
solutions), in particular looking at institutions like Royal Mail and also at Planning.  Housing 
is a tricky issue, because the FC is not statutory.  FCs are sometimes seen as a bit 
“subversive”.  The Spirit Level, published three years ago, argued that inequality was bad 
for everyone in society, not just the bottom level.  Councils have set up FCs (Labour ones, 
so far) to advise what Councils can do to make life fairer.  But now we have the onslaught 
of this Government’s cuts.  How much can TH FC say about national government policy?  
A fair bit, as TH is so affected by it.  FC is especially interested in bedroom tax.  

Terry McGrenera
There was an article by John Harris in The Guardian on Saturday about bedroom tax.  It is 
invidious and self-defeating: people will just have extra children to avoid it.
TH policies seem to be geared to tackle overcrowding, but at the same time the number of 
pensioners is increasing - who need suitable property too.  
Sometimes tenants end up divided.  In my TRA there was money, and the single mothers 
wanted a playground but the OAPs wanted security doors.  But single mothers were more 
vocal, so OAPs saw they would not get what they wanted and they left the meeting early.  
At the last Council meeting Cllr Khan’s motion on impact of HB reform on women and 
families shows that overcrowding is impacting on women and children especially hard, 
especially single mothers. What’s the conclusion?  That you house single mothers and 
leave no housing for anyone else? 
This FC should raise question of impact of benefit cuts and the impact on women and 
children; but don’t go down the route of trying to have more children to increase benefits or 
fill a spare bedroom.  We need to get through to all dominant cultures in TH that this is no 
solution.

Belle Harris
This is a huge, complex subject.  Housing policies have an effect for over 50 years, so we 
have to get them right.  
Does the FC have access to any research facilities?  TH central research was lost in Lib 
Dem decentralisation – so TH can’t even provide numbers of units built.  
TH has a shortage of land, so we can’t build our way out of the housing shortage.  
Perhaps we should use HRA resources to buy back properties where people can’t carry on 
(with mortgage payments) or want to sell up?  It has been argued this is a relatively cheap 
way of getting back some good properties (particularly if they were bought many years ago 
on a large discount).  But you need figures to work out if this is cost effective.
Nicky Gavron said Labour Party policy is to encourage registration of private landlords.  
Newham has a scheme to license private landlords.  But other parts of the Labour Party 
are opposed.  
EEH has the worst reputation in TH for over-building: that is the other side of the debate.  



Jenny Fisher
Residents who lived on the estates transferred to Island Homes spent three years devising 
the kind of housing association they wanted to set up. All the Council’s safeguards that this 
model would be protected were worthless and One Housing Group was able to take Island 
Homes Housing Association over.

Phil Seddler
Only Tower Hamlets Community Homes (THCH) has anything remotely like a genuine 
practice of involving residents.  The Fed has devised the Residents Charter to improve 
matters. 

Uche Onwubiko
The FC has to ask the question: is TH for the rich?  The answer will help decide the 
direction to move in to get greater fairness.  TH has some of the highest earners in UK, but 
also highest number of benefit claimants.  
Over the years, government has set housing policies which have curtailed amount of 
social housing available.  Now the Council is allowed to build, but the right to buy (which 
has helped to deplete stock available for rent in the first place) may take these homes 
away from us again.
Are properties being built in TH affordable or not?

Sheikh Raqib
I find that we elect Councillors they get wrapped up in the Town Hall and we lose contact 
with them. When someone becomes chair of estate board, or a councillor or even a mayor, 
you don’t get the same feedback any longer.  They become part of the process, and that 
process is underhand.  How can so much be sold from under us without anyone knowing?  
During campaigning, people ask for votes from “their own” community and say they are 
part of it.  But when it comes to real issues (benefits, money, hardship), you won’t find so 
many people interested in how the community is coping.  People don’t check that elected 
people are really delivering for them.  We need more accountability.  We need to know 
what goes on behind closed doors.  Whoever is the rep, they should tell us what they have 
the power to do.
Who monitors all the consultation?  Everyone signs up to it.  LBTH says it cannot control 
RSLs, but TH gives money to the RSLs, so it does have a way of controlling them. 
Offer documents: the TH Mayor told me Offer Documents don’t carry any weight.  Surely it 
is like a contract. 

Clare Winter
We seem to have a long litany of complaints – but it is because we are exasperated!
Access is one of my areas of concern, I work for the Borough, in housing. We have lots of 
legislation and guidelines on what can be built and on the built environment, but they are 
not being implemented.  People are being shoe-horned into properties which are not 100% 
accessible (e.g, mothers can’t access kitchens, wheelchairs can’t get into bathrooms).  
And sometimes households spent 10 years in temporary accommodation before move into 
newbuild… which is still less than 100% accessible!
Housing has impact on health, yet we force people into unsuitable properties.  
The focus on the bedroom tax would be good way forward.

Mark Taylor
East End Homes (EEH) Offer Document was also worthless, just like Island Homes!  
You can get the Transfer Document (the legal contract between Council and RSL) by FOI.
It is not only tenants in this borough being treated badly, it is all across London (e.g., 



Carpenters in Newham, Haygate). I asked someone who worked for the TSA why we all 
suffer similarly and he said RPs all go to the same conferences, talk to each other, and 
copy each other.  
What we call “scrutiny”, some RPs call “troublemaking”.  People have been threatened 
with legal action by their own landlord.

Clive Palmer
Our TRA has been going for 30  years.  I put up adverts for our TRA meetings.  The 
landlord threatened to have me charged under laws on flyposting and trespass if I tried to 
put up notices and they threatened to charge me the cost of removal.  
People are not treated fairly because we don’t get the maintenance we pay for.  

Brian Stanley
Today’s flexible family situations mean that homes should have a bedoom for every 
resident and a spare.  Grans take on childcare, kids go to university and then come back, 
some people work from home, etc.  There is no joined up thinking in government: the 
bedroom tax will have a knock on effect.
Councillors are not representing us but property speculators!
Years ago, the new blocks that took over from the back to backs had landscaped open 
space around them: this is now being used for “infil” building. At some point we have to say 
the borough is full!

Steve Turner
Toynbee is doing research for us.  They have given us good information so far.  You can 
give us info or suggest we ask for it to be compiled.  
The infill stuff: we may be able to recommend something on planning.
Do complain: you have to vent your anger at how you have been treated!
I note that points on accountability and democracy in social housing and on misleading 
stats (£53k is average wage in TH!).
We need positive suggestions on what we can do, e.g., government recommends rents be 
set at 80% of market rents - how do we control this?  

Myra Garrett
I tend to get involved in Third Sector bureaucracy.  The Fed is a Third Sector organisation.  
We asked to be the Residents Forum.  The Council said we could join the Housing Forum.  
We pointed out that is the landlords forum!  Residents don’t get as much of a look-in as 
landlords.
Under the new TH Community Plan, with the new consultation arrangements, housing is in 
“a place to be”.  The Housing Forum is mentioned, but no residents forum.  They just don’t 
get the basic message.  
The FC could suggest that the Fed is the Residents Forum and should be invited to 
participate in “A Place to Be”.

Steve Morgan
At last FC I asked where the FC got their stats, that rich people lived average 11.2 years 
longer.  Where does this come from?
(Myra: from Council research called the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment, which is 
hidden in the depths of the Council website.)



Mark Taylor
The London Mayor has amended London Plan, despite representations from 19 London 
Boroughs, to take the power set his own rent levels.  Boroughs cannot use planning policy 
to cap rents.
RSLs are supposed to engage with residents in “co-regulation”.  The transparency and 
trust needed for this: seldom exists.  The HCA now only regulates RPs on financial 
matters.  In other words, politicians are at best paying lip service to tenants, but we have 
virtually no power.

Terry McGrenera
The private rented sector was debated in the House of Commons last week.  There is a 
Select Committee on regulations coming.
Labour introduced stock transfer.  

Sheikh Raquib
What is the hierarchy of planning and stock transfer?  What is the protocol?
We need a process map of planning processes within the Authority.  

Claire Winter
URS systems (underground refuse system) are being introduced by THH, with chutes 
blocked off - to save money.  People on the top floor are expected to trail downstairs with 
their rubbish.  Going downstairs with rubbish is a potential health & safety issue.  
Councillors have just endorsed THH action without talking to residents.

Clive Palmer
Poverty is relative.  There is real poverty, especially with the elderly.  Life is hard for the 
elderly.  They were brought up to pay their rent even if they have to neglect themselves.
People who attend TAs can believe that some on the estate get preferential treatment.  
Any fairness policy must be seen to be fair to all tenants - there can be all sorts of 
divisions.  

Claire Winter
Do we have numbers of how many properties were demolished when RSLs redeveloped 
estates?  We should get net figures of housing gain, taking into account how many 
properties were lost through redevelopment.  
[Mark: these figures have to be got from counting up gains and losses shown on planning 
applications.]

Terry McGrenera
During the elections, Mayor Rahman said he stood in the footsteps of Lansbury.  Where is 
his fight against the rent rise?  I told Lutfur he is no George Lansbury.

Belle Harris
Lansbury equalised the rates, not rents.
There is a lack of research in TH (different from other boroughs).  
We should look at how many tenants have their Housing Benefit paid to private landlords, 
to see how many private landlords there are in TH.  (We can’t use this route in the future, 
as housing benefit now goes to the tenant.)  Then we should see if the Inland Revenue 
knows about these landlords!
Planning Committees (not the Mayor) take planning decisions: but the Chair of the 
Planning Committee has a long record of sitting on Housing Association Boards.



Structure of housing: seven members, usually dominated by LP, make all the planning 
decisions, totally unconnected with Mayor, but Chair is on HA Boards.  
We must challenge “market rents”: housing benefit is gifted to private landlords, keeping 
their incomes high at public expense. 

Steve Morgan
I lived in “section E” on the Ocean. There were originally 239 Council dwellings   Now 
there are 450 high rise homes, and it looks like the social housing is the annexe on the 
end!

Phil Seddler
:  much of what has been said is about residents not being involved.  London Mayor has 
said he will not accept London Boroughs views on rent and tenures.  So even Councils are 
being ignored.  In fact, we are trying to get these Boroughs tenants together to recongise 
this problem.  

Steve Turner
I’m with Lansbury!  Strike, evict the landlords!
This was interesting and key themes have come out of the discussion: information, 
involvement, democracy, accountability.  To have a voice, you need information.  None of 
that seems to be in place.
How do you control your destiny?  We could make a huge difference in these areas.
How we get some of the landbanks back and reclaim empty buildings is still unanswered.
You won’t get the elderly to give up, say, three bedroomed homes if you don’t have good 
housing to move the elderly into.  How can we get more mobility?

Lindsay Mackie
I must stress that it is not the FC’s remit to shoot people (though we do have a cannon on 
the Commission…).  Much of this is about politics and power.  


